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Gujarat’s ‘Bhungroo’ gets
global recognition from UN
Water Management System Gets Award At Climate Change Conference
TOI

Premal.Balan@timesgroup.com

Ahmedabad: ‘Bhungroo’, a
water management technology
developed by a Gujarat-based
organization, has got global recognition at the recently held UN
Climate Change Conference
(UNCCC) in Lima. It was given
Momentum for Change Award
in Women for Result category
for keeping women farmers at
the centre of the innovation.
Momentum for Change is
an initiative by the UN Climate
Change secretariat to identify
activities across the globe that
promotes low-carbon future
through innovative solutions
and address both climate

‘Bhungroo’ is a traditional
underground water system

change and wider economic, social and environmental challenges.
The technology developed
by Ahmedabad-based Naireeta

Services was selected after scrutiny by 25-member international advisory panel.
‘Bhungroo’ is a water management system that injects
and stores excess rainfall water
underground. This water could
be used for irrigation during
summers. Director of Naireeta
Services, Biplab K Paul said
that adopting this technology,
which is in use since 2007, has
transformed the lives of farmers, especially women farmers
who own small portions of land.
“Farmers in Gujarat face a typical situation. On the one hand
their fields are waterlogged due
to heavy rainfall during monsoon and on the other, there is

dearth of water for irrigation in
summers,” Paul explained.
“The ‘Bhungroo’ technology filters, injects and stores excess rain water in subsoil strata
in form of water lenses. And
during summers, water can be
extracted using a normal motor.
Adoption of this technology
has decreased salinity and increased fresh water supply for
irrigation,” he added.
The cost of installing one
such ‘Bhungroo’ ranges between Rs 4-9 lakh, and lasts upto
20-25 years with little maintenance. Currently, nearly 19,000
farmers are using this technology in over five states and three
countries of Africa and Asia.
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High court
turns down PIL
Gujarat high court (HC) on
Monday turned down a PIL
seeking directions to SEBI
to do away with the practice of accepting recommendations for a new company by those, whose
stakes are involved in floating of the new company.
The PIL also sought HC intervention to curb malpractice in intra-day trading.

Free bicycle ride in IITGn: IIT-Gandhinagar has
started ride a bike initiative. Users will also be allowed to take the bicycles
outside the campus. In the
initial phase, these bicycles
will be used by the staff
and later will be opened to
entre IIT-Gn community.
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Cyber crook behind theft of
crores nabbed from Lucknow
His Accomplices Were Later Arrested From Kanpur
Sarfaraz.Shaikh
@timesgroup.com

Ahmedabad: A cyber thief who
had siphoned off crores from
bank accounts of Gujarati businessmen was apprehended from
Lucknow by city crime branch
sleuths. The mastermind is being brought to the city. His two accomplices were later held from
Kanpur.
Crime branch sources said
that with help from local contacts, the gang targeted businessmen not only in Gujarat but also
in other states of the country.
“We successfully executed
the operation with the help of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar police. We
will gather more information
about the gang members after interrogating the kingpin, Raju,”
said a source from the crime
branch.
In the recent past, crores of
rupees were siphoned off from

bank accounts of businessmen
using the one-time password generation system.
Police suspect that the gang
got tip-offs about the cellphone
numbers of businessmen registered for netbanking.
“The cyber thieves used to
call the victims posing as executives from the mobile phone service provider companies and ask
for identity proofs to update the
KYC. Then, by using the identity
proof, the cyber thieves used to
approach the service providers
and request them to block the

previous sim card, saying that
the cellphone has been lost,” said
a crime branch official.
The gang then used to get another sim card issued with the
same number and use it to generate one-time netbanking password. “This provided them access to the victim’s bank
account,” he said.
The crime branch sleuths began probe by following the money trail. A crime branch official
said, “We first got details of the
bank account numbers to which
the stolen amount of a businessman was deposited. Then, we
launched a hunt for those account holders. We came to know
that the kingpin, whom we know
as Raju, hails from Bihar. His
cellphone location was constantly hovering around Lucknow. A
team of our police officers collaborated with their counterparts in
Lucknow and apprehended the
mastermind.”

Free e-commerce platform for SMEs
Ankur.Tewari@timesgroup.com

Ahmedabad: Two city-based youths have developed a one-of-its-kind free e-commerce
platform for small and medium enterprises
(SMEs).
Called tradohub.com, it is an integrated
supplier of food and agriculture, chemicals,
pharma, polymers, additives and other industrial raw materials. There are 48 million
SMEs employing 81 million people in the
country. Around 4 lakh SMEs are in Gujarat
alone. But at present, all B2B e-commerce connect buyers and suppliers. Buyer himself has
to identify the genuineness of the supplier.

There are higher chances of buyer getting
cheated. However, tradohub.com offers an
end-to-end solution — from selecting the supplier and placing order to receiving payment
and making delivery.
Tradohub.com chairperson Akash Domadiya said: “Most times, product specification
and quality are not what is specified. Buyer is
charged for getting more access to verified
suppliers. In import transactions, buyer has
to buy only cost insurance and freight (CIF)
and free on board (FOB) terms. Most suppliers
and buyers are traders and not manufacturers. So far, there was no end-to-end online platform which dealt in industrial materials.”

SAND AND SAIL

TOI

A land yachting expedition was flagged off in Rann of Kutch, on the occasion of the 22nd Corps Day of Army
organized by the ‘first in battle’ brigade of the southern command, on Monday

The Red Cross of Culture

Exhibition On Pact Mooted By Russian To Save Heritage Opens Today
TOI

Parth.Shastri@timesgroup.com

Ahmedabad: A century ago,
Russian polymath Nicholas
Roerich was pained by the
widespread destruction of
ancient Russian cities. The
World War I showed what the
humans could do to the enemies’ cultural properties.
This gave birth to the new
thought that cultural properties should be preserved irrespective of the nationality
and the Roerich Pact was
signed 80 years ago in the
USA. India was a signatory.
The International Center
of the Roerichs, Moscow, and
Gujarat National Law University (GNLU) have organized an exhibition on the
Roerich Pact and reproductions of the paintings and
portraits by Roerich and his
son Svetoslav to mark the anniversary. The exhibition
would be inaugurated by governor O P Kohli on Tuesday.
Indubala Nahakpam, curator of the Indian Legal His-

Larisa V Surgina (L) with Indubala Nahakpam

tory Museum, said that the
symbol of the treaty — three
circles in a round — is an ancient one found across the
globe signifying the past, the
present and the future. “We
have seen what has happened
to the artifacts during the recent wars. The pact is relevant today more than ever,”
she said.
Larisa V Surgina, curator
at the International Memo-

Teesta’s husband
questioned again
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad:
Social
activist
Teesta
Setalwad’s husband Javed Anand was
quizzed by the city crime
branch for the second time on
Monday. Crime branch sources said that they have called
Setalwad for second round of
questioning on Tuesday.
According to the sources,
an FIR was lodged against Setalwad and other
accused after allegations of misappropriation of funds collected in the names of victims of 2002 riots. “We had questioned both
Javed Anand and Teesta Setalwad earlier
with regard to the allegations. We needed to
clarify a few things and hence questioned
Anand and called Setalwad for questioning
on Tuesday,” added a crime branch official.
Rly station escalator to be
closed: The escalator located
on platform number one at
Ahmedabad railway station will
remain closed for commuters
due to maintenance and repair
works till Wednesday. The
commuters can use the
over bridges. TNN

rial Roerich Trust at Kullu,
said that this exhibition has
been held earlier at Paris,
Berlin, Hague and the UN
headquarters. “In India, it
has been held at Kullu, Delhi,
Chandigarh and Bangalore.
Roerich, deeply influenced by
India, always said that Russia
and India together would be
able to bring the change and
lead mankind to development,” she said.

